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CINTRÉE CURVEX 

 
The Cintrées Curvex™, like all Franck Muller creations, has its own story. The project 
was to make a very complicated watch within totally new contours.  
  
Franck Muller devised a completely new watch-case: all the research was based on 
the discovery of a single spherical point at which the three axes of the watch’s curves 
had to meet.  
  
Scientific calculations were made based, among others, on perfect balance, which 
resulted in this famous three-dimensional watch-case, so characteristic of the 
FRANCK MULLER style.  
  
The achievement of this creation is the curvature at 3 o’clock, 9 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 
12 o’clock. For a better understanding of this aspect, it should be noted that the 
contours of a classic tonneau watch-case are less elaborate in design and are curved 
only at 6 and 12 o’clock.  
  
The three curves of the Cintrée Curvex™ watch are in perfect balance. The 
manufacturing procedure is a Franck Muller exclusivity. The most sophisticated 
machines are needed to produce it as, not only the watch case but also the back, dial, 
hands and glass are shaped.
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 CINTRÉE CURVEX 

 
 

The Cintrée Curvex™ is the iconic shape of Franck Muller. Thanks to its perfectly curved case and unique 
contours, the Cintrée Curvex is the brand’s most distinctive silhouette. The unique and gorgeous numeral 
design is also what makes the Cintrée Curvex immediately identifiable. With its elegant cases, stunning 
dials and highly-complex movements, Franck Muller is very proud of all its timepieces. They are true 
examples of vibrant and sophisticated designs that have timeless elegance. 
 
Reference 7500 SC AT FO COL DR HO D 2R 

 
Case  Cintrée Curvex: 18 carat gold, stainless steel 

109 diamonds – 1.85cts 
 
Functions Hours, minutes and seconds 

 
Movement Automatic 

Ø 17.50 mm and Height : 4.80 mm 
28’800 vibrations / hour 
42 hours power reserve 
57 components 
3 ATM 
Côtes de Genève and circular graining 
 

Dial  Sun-stamped lacquered dial with Color Dreams numerals 
 
Strap  Hand-sewn alligator strap 


